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FROM THE EDITOR

The Small Print

NORTON BITS is the oﬃcial newsletter of the
Oregon Norton Enthusiasts club (oNe). It will
be published quarterly throughout the year in
PDF format and may be downloadable from
the club’s website oregonnorton.org.

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

Welcome to the Norton Bits! This is the 2nd
Quarter issue of the oNe (Oregon Norton
Enthusiasts) Norton Bits Newsletter.

In addition we have an interesting story about
RetroTours “Gypsy Tour” by member Bruce
Kerr on page 12
And lots, lots more...
The Norton Bits encourages any and all
submissions of either articles or photos of
Norton content for future issues.

NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS:

Articles should be submitted in a common
type font, MS Word format (.doc), or as text
in the body of an email. Keep formatting to a
minimum, no tabs, indents, etc. Bullets,
numbers and letters are okay but don’t indent
them. A single space after each sentence is
preferable to two and double returns
between paragraphs. Photos should be in
JPEG (.jpg) format. Thanks.
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ABOUT oNe

Although located in Oregon, oNe welcomes
members from the Pacific Northwest and
around the world.

1. International Norton Owners
Association (INOA)
2. Norton Owners Club (NOC)
3. Northwest Norton Owners (NWNO)

N

We also have a wonderful story From My
good friend Brock Sorensen about his 1968
Norton Commando Fastback and its journey
with him for the past 31 years. See page 8.

We welcome submissions of topical editorial
material, and non-commercial buy-sell-trade
Norton-related ads are free for members.
Contact the editor for details, or better yet,
just send your ad and we’ll let you know if
there’s a problem.

O

We have a full issue this quarter with lots of
interesting reading. Mike Roberts has written
several member profiles. He has been busy
interviewing and photographing oNe
members and there bikes for the Bits. Thank
you Mike.

oNe MEMBERSHIP LIST

4. Facebook

Oregon Norton Enthusiasts was founded in
2010 and is a chapter of the International
Norton Owners Association. Membership
dues are $10 per year and are due annually in
January.

5. Fair Spares America

Please send dues to:
Sam Justice
610 SW Alder Street
Suite 1000
Portland, OR 97205
For the latest information check out our
Facebook page for events and pictures.

9. Norton Owners Club (UK)

Oregon Norton Enthusiasts Monthly meetings
are held at the Horse Brass Pub at
45th and SE Belmont on the first Saturday of
each month at 11am.

6. Old Britts
7. Norton Access Forum
8. Yahoo Group
10. Oregon Vintage Motorcyclists
11. Vintage Motorcycle Enthusiasts
12. Northern California Norton Owners
Club
13. LeMay America's Car Museum,
Tacoma

Cheers,

George Kraus
Editor.
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More Small Print

IMPORTANT LINKS

Club Newsletter:
Norton Bits
This is our club’s oﬃcial Club
Newsletter: you can access present
and past issues of the oNe newsletter
Norton Bits.
Club Website:
Oregon Norton
This is our club’s oﬃcial website. It's
our "shop window" and contains basic
information about the club, events and
aﬃliations. Dave Friesen is the website
administrator. The Norton Bits
newsletter editor is George Kraus and
quarterly issues are uploaded and
available on the website at Oregon
Norton.
Facebook Page:
CLICK HERE
This is our club’s social media
page. Here, you'll find pictures, club
event notices and other "what's
happening now" news and snapshots.
Dave Friesen and I are administrators
of the Facebook page.
Yahoo Email Group and Email
Distribution list:
CLICK HERE
This is our club’s email group. A Yahoo
group can be used more
comprehensively than for just email,
but it works well for our email
exchanges.
Email distribution list:
CLICK HERE

Bill’s Bowles Lighting. Photo Mike Tyler.

This is our club’s email list and the
most common way of sharing
information with club members.
Everyone who has subscribed to the
Yahoo group above is automatically
entered into this email distribution list. I
have also been blind-copying everyone
entered into this email distribution list. I
have also been blind-copying everyone
the Yahoo group. Blind-copying means
that no one else can see your personal
email address whenever I send an
email.
If you haven't done so already, I would
recommend that you join the Yahoo
group, so that you don't miss out on
emails from other club members who
don't have your personal email
address. One important thing to note is

that we take our Internet security
protocols very seriously. Doug Towsley,
Dave Friesen and I are the
administrators of the Yahoo email
group.
Norton Videos:
The club has a number of Norton
videos in DVD and electronic format for
loan. Please ask Sam, George or Mike
for an inventory of the videos.
Mike Tyler
President
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The Rider’s Seat A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
meetings and events. A special thank you to Mike Roberts for bringing
a lot of fun to our club meetings with the recent door prizes.
If you haven't already done so, please can you let Sam have your club
subscription fee for 2018? Fees are $10 and you can either give to
Sam at the club meeting or by sending to the following address: Sam
Justice, 610 SW Alder Street, Suite 1000, Portland, OR 97205
Please check out the club website for articles and also a link to a
YouTube Playlist where you will find a collection of movies captured
of our club events.
Mike’s Praying Mantis Photo Mike Tyler.

From the Rider's Seat:
Spring is nearly here?!
Following a frosty morning ride, we had a terrific turn out at the oNe
March club meeting. It’s always great to see a few different bikes at
the club meeting. At the March meeting, we saw Geoff’s beautiful
1964 Thunderbird, Bill’s stunning BSA Lightning, Greg’s immaculate
Commando and Dave’s awesome Moto Guzzi V11 Sport. I got to ride
Dave’s Guzzi recently and it was amazing.

As always, please let us know if you have any ideas for Norton or other
vintage motorcycle-related events that you think the guys will enjoy.
Happy riding!
Cheers
Mike, President
http://oregonnorton.org/
mjtt110@iCloud.com
503-206-1620

Following the April 7 club meeting, Paul Sherbo has kindly offered to
host a BBQ and ‘tech session’ at his home, close to the World of Speed
museum. More information will be sent out in a separate email.
As we look ahead, there are a few great events including the OVM
May show, the Norton Rally in Selma, the Cruise the Gorge event in
July and many others to be announced.
It’s been terrific to welcome new club members and we hope that we
will be able to see them and their bikes again at upcoming club

ONe (Oregon Norton Enthusiasts) YouTube Playlist:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgDzKiIi6nZ5C_bmZa0gsglte9e9iuQD
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EVERY MONTH:
oNe (Oregon Norton Enthusiasts) Monthly
club meeting at the Horse Brass Pub on the
first Saturday at 11am. See Page 9 for more
details.
2018 oNe EVENTS CALENDAR
January 2018:
6th oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
26th & 27th Portland Motorcycle Film
Festival.
February 2018:
3rd oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
9th-11th ONE Motorcycle Show.
March 2018:
3rd oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
9th OVM Annual Banquet at the Milwaukie
Elks Lodge.
April 2018:
7th oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
21st 12:00pm: The 2018 OVM Spring Business
Meeting will be held at the Homeplace
Restaurant at 1080 N 1st St, Silverton OR
97381.
May 2018:
5th oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
19th OVM Ride. Corvallis, OR. •OVM Show
& Swap Meet. Corvallis, OR (Click
here for the Flyer).
June 2018:
2nd oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass
Pub.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
July 2018:
7th oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
16-19th INOA Rally, Edna Washington
TBA LeMay Vintage Motorcycle
Festival. Tacoma, WA
August 2018:
4th oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
11th Cruise the Gorge
TBA OVM Oaks Park Picnic. Portland, OR
TBA OVM Batwater Station Ride and picnic
lunch on the Columbia river
TBA Mods Vs. Rockers Ride. See See’s:
1642 NE Sandy Blvd, Portland, Oregon
97232 https://www.facebook.com/
events/267833566924232/

OTHER EVENTS BEING CONSIDERED
FOR 2018
TBA Tech sessions
TBA Ride to the WAAAM (Western Antique
Airplane & Automobile) Museum in
Hood River, Oregon
TBA Ride to the British Pub in Forest Grove
TBA World of Speed Museum events.

Please note: Please feel free to
s u b m i t v i n t a g e m o t o rc y c l e
events for this calendar.
Please send to George Kraus
gekraus@comcast.net

September 2018:
1st oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
1st, 2nd & 3rd Labor Day Weekend ABFM
(All British field meet)
More details at: http://abfm-pdx.com/2016
TBA DGR (Distinguished Gentlemen's Ride)
October 2018:
6th oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
November 2018:
3th oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
December 2018:
1st oNe Monthly Meeting. Horse Brass Pub.
26th Boxing Day celebration
TBA Holiday Party
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Norton Bits
My Norton Story
by Brock Sorensen

MY NORTON STORY
In 1970 I finished my military service in the U.S.
Coast Guard. That summer my uncle Melvin Zetter
sold me his 1969 Yamaha 125cc twin cylinder, 2
stroke, street bike. It was chrome and candy apple
red. I wasn't enamored by it, but it was a motorcycle
and I could afford it. I remember paying $275 for it.
So for the next year I used it to commute to the Univ.
of Portland and for general transportation. I sold it
not long after that.

In 1977 I returned to the Baltimore campus and
soon discovered a classmate who often talked about
Harleys. I also learned his brother had a Norton
Commando and it was for sale in Connecticut. I
arranged to go see the bike over a weekend. I put
cash in my jeans and drove my 1966 Chevy
Chevelle up north. I arrived to find a Norton with a
British racing green tank and tail piece, silver side
covers, and a chrome front fender. The seller was
the original owner. The odometer read 4K plus
miles. The bike was all stock, in pretty good shape,
and it was in running condition. I purchased it for
$650.
I proceeded to remove the wheels, major body
parts, fenders, handlebars, and with help, muscled it
into the trunk of my car. I tied down the trunk lid and
hauled it home to Baltimore.

Brock and his Commando at the
San Jose Clubman’s Show. Photo G. Kraus

I

was smitten by motorcycles early. I first
rode a motorcycle when I was about 14
years old. A neighbor boy had a Honda 90S.
This was in the mid-1960s. It looked cool - black
and chrome. It represented speed and freedom.

First I reassembled the bike and got it running again.
Then I rented a space in a public parking facility and
kept it there. This was downtown Baltimore and
only blocks from my school/residence. We lived at
the school. It was a fine old hotel converted into a
15 story school where 200 students lived and
studied.

High school brought about an even closer
acquaintance with motorcycles. There I saw a few
Triumphs and an occasional Norton. Triumphs were
cool looking and sounding, but there was something
about the look and sound of a Norton that was
tougher, more muscular, and way cool --- a very
manly bike without the false bravado of a Harley. I
was never attracted to Harleys.

Then a couple of fortunate things happened to me. I
became best friends with two fellow students - Val
Sanders and Alan Holleyman. They went on to
teach me a great deal about wrenching on my bike.
They were already accomplished mechanics. We
all, via Val, got very well acquainted with a local
woman named Margaret Taylor. Val had been
dating her roommate.

Somewhere during those high school days I became
determined to own and ride a Norton. I didn't know
when, but I knew I would someday make it happen.
Even then I was aware of the café style of
motorcycles - that would be my style.

In 1976 I enrolled at the Calhoon School of Marine
Engineering in Baltimore, MD. In late 1976 I started
my year at sea as an apprentice engineer. I knew
that year would be arduous, with little pay and a lot
of work, both practical and academic. So I needed a
reward, something really special, and it hit me! I
would get thru the year, save my money and buy a
Norton motorcycle.

Continued next page.
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My Norton Story
Continued

by Brock Sorensen
Margaret had inherited a classic Baltimore row
house only about a mile or two from the Calhoon
School. Her property backed-up to an alley and
included an old single car garage. Margaret
generously allowed Val, Alan and me to store and
wrench on our bikes in her garage. It was crude, but
it was dry and free. Margaret's place became our
social center and our hang-out. She treated us very
well. She had no car, so in return, I often loaned her
mine.

Photo M. Roberts

How George received Brock’s Norton. Photo G Kraus

Thus began about an 18-month period in which I
began my education in riding and wrenching on
motorcycles. Val and Alan were exceptional

MY NORTON STORY
mechanics, teachers, and riding companions. I also
began subscribing to various motorcycle magazines,
Cycle World, Cycle, and Motorcyclist. I read them
each month cover to cover, twice. Because of my
intense interest in motorcycles I found it easy to
retain much of the information the magazines
provided, much of it remains even today. I still have
those magazines, in binders, with numerous articles
flagged for future reference.

units. I maintained visions of restoring and
customizing it throughout those years, but work,
rental property and raising children kept me pinned
down. The Triumph quietly slept next to my Norton
all those years before being restored in 2005.
By 2000, I had my children well underway, rentals
under control and extra cash. What I didn't have in
excess was free time and an effective place to work
on a restoration. Initially I sought out someone who
could get the bike running and put it into riding
condition. I attended a meeting of the NW Chapter
of INOA, International Norton Owners Association.
There I met a handful of eccentric British bike
owners --- opinionated, scruffy and boring. From
that motley group I gathered names of people who
were said to restore Nortons. I soon began calling
each of them. All were difficult to converse with- too
opinionated. I crossed them off my list. One man
was conversant, unfortunately he proved to be the
worst choice.
Continued next page.

During this period I made some modifications to the
bike, generally replacing stock parts for after market
ones in an attempt to make it safer and more
reliable. I did ride the Norton frequently, sometimes
with a passenger. I liked to ride fast and often had
trouble staying in my lane while turning. No matter
how hard I leaned into a corner, the bike would at
times crossover into the oncoming lane. Good
fortune arrived in one of those early motorcycle
magazines in the form of an article about "countersteering." Armed with that piece of information my
future as a rider decidedly improved. No more
crossing into the other lane.
Prior to graduating from the Calhoon School in June
of 1979, the Norton burned a valve and became
inoperable. Not long before this, the Norton had
suffered a failed rod bearing, so I was experienced
in taking the head and barrel off the engine. Not
having time to repair the bike before graduation I
made preparations to have it and my recently
acquired Triumph 650 Bonneville hauled home in a
homemade wooden trailer I'd been given by Alan
Holleyman. So a week after graduation I began my
journey home to Oregon. I slipped the Norton and
Triumph into the primitive trailer and secured them
with my other worldly possessions as packing
material.
From 1979 until 2000 the Norton remained
untouched. I dragged it from residence to residence
with interludes of housing it in various public storage

“

Gearbox finished engine nearing. Photo G Kraus
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My Norton Story
Continued

by Brock Sorensen

Coming together, Photo G Kraus

I first went to the man's house to meet him and
discuss my plan. He showed me his shop, a big red
flag, but he did have a Norton there that belonged to
a customer and it was well restored. The man was
a good communicator
and he knew more about
Photo M. Roberts
Nortons than I did. I decided to go with him. That
was the last really poor decision I've made in my life
to date. This man had my bike for 3 1/2 years and
little progress was made to restore it to riding
condition. In fact, nearly all his work had to be
redone. I finally retrieved it. I learned a valuable
lesson. I was very disappointed in this man and
especially disappointed and angry with myself for
my excessive patience and ignoring so many red
flags. I was going to succeed in spite of this major
blunder. Now the good news begins.
During this 3 1/2 year period I had gotten more
acquainted with the local Norton community as well

MY NORTON STORY
as become more knowledgeable about parts and
accessories available for Nortons. As a result, I
asked a local recognized expert in British bikes for
the name of a restorer that could be trusted. I was
given the name of George Kraus. George turned
out to be my savior. He was everything and more
you could ask for in a restorer. In the end we
became the best of friends. I called George and set
a time to meet him at his home/shop. I arrived at his
place still having the notion that I just wanted to get
the Norton in riding condition, maybe investing
$2-3K.

and I made arrangements to bring him my bike. I
began reformulating my vision for my Norton. Now
the work and fun began. I went home to design a
Norton that I had only dreamed of, pulled together
from thoughts, images and daydreams of the past
25 years.
The build took about a year. There were setbacks,
less than satisfactory sub-contractors, and parts that
didn't work or we were unable to make them fit.
Throughout this period George and I remained calm
and in collaboration; worked through each obstacle,
problem, and disappointment. George made it fun
with his sage advice, patience and high standard of
craftsmanship.

George operated out of a very small two car garage
at his home in north Portland. One side held a
beautiful BMW 2002 2 door coupe. The other side
was his workshop. Everything in his shop was
orderly and clean. I soon noticed a sheet over a
motorcycle. Eventually, after getting acquainted,
George lifted the sheet, and there was a beautiful
light green and black full custom café Norton. It was
a show bike, but ridden often.

“
George’s shop. Photo G Kraus

Within minutes I changed my mind. I couldn't have
a Norton that looked like anything less than what
George had created. George and I quickly bonded

I had started collecting custom and new-old-stock
parts during the prior few years. I had sourced a
black chrome exhaust system from Kenny Dreer and
(then a very hard to find) Norris 560SS camshaft.
That camshaft changed the course of the build. We
discovered that the Norris cam was 1/2" longer than
the original cam. I could have replaced it with a
hotter Atlas cam, but I was set on using this famous
Norris cam. This discovery was made while we
attempted to assemble the engine. What I came to
learn from this surprising fact was that my Norton
was one of the earliest Commandos made. It is a
1968 model, though some books/sources claim the
first Commando was a 1969 model -- that is
incorrect. The 1968 Commando was actually a bit
of a transition year, from the Atlas 750 engine to the
Commando engine. So some of the parts on my
engine were Atlas parts and were changed for the
1969 Commando version.
Continued next page.
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There were other obstacles to overcome as the build
progressed. The custom swingarm was really not
suitable for a street bike. It had no tabs for the chain
guard or lubrication fittings for the swingarm
bearings. So, we decided to use a stock 850
swingarm with special bearing supports.

My Norton Story
Continued

by Brock Sorensen

Photo G Kraus

When the engine started going together for the first
time using the new Norris cam, it came to light that
the engine cases wouldn't go together. My choices
were to use a stock cam, a performance Atlas cam,
or make all the necessary changes to use the Norris
cam. These changes involved mating the original
1968 left side engine case with a used right hand
1971 Commando engine case. To accomplish this,
both cases needed to visit a machinist to the tune of
hundreds of dollars. Their pairing allowed me to
abandon the points ignition/distributer contained
behind the R/H cylinder, eliminate the tach gear
drive on the outside of the original R/H engine case,
and enjoy the factory Norton logo cast into the later
R/H engine case. An electronic tach remedied the
tach drive issue. A Boyer electronic ignition
replaced the points/distributer set-up.

The original frame was known to crack and break at
the neck, so I had a piece of steel tubing welded
onto the frame as per later factory frames. I'd also
seen Kenny Dreer's custom Commandos and
borrowed his idea of welding a cross piece of steel
tubing connecting the front double down tubes. With
those additions and an 850 swingarm I had a stiff
and safe frame. Dreer also provided the last set of
black chrome mufflers and pipes he had. George
made some very nice custom parts: the stainless
steel screen and its frame for the front brake air
scoop and the aluminum brackets that mount the oil
cooler. Lonnie Gilbertson machined the three
aluminum Norton badges that are attached to the
tank and tail piece, George's design. Mitch Kim hand
painted the tank artwork and hand pinstriped the
body parts.

“

Photo G Kraus

I tried to use the best performance parts available
from sources all over the world. Most of the
machining, plating, polishing, and painting was
locally sourced. Every part of this motorcycle was
examined for possible improvement. Then it was
assembled by a master craftsman, George Kraus.
The build required one year of intense focus. It was
completed in late 2004. In early 2005 George and I
took the bike to the All British Bike Show in San
Jose, CA. There it won its class, as it did again in
2006. In the summer, I took the bike to the INOA
National Rally in Cave Junction Oregon. There it
won its class - low production Commandos.

Photo G Kraus

So, I have achieved my goal. I have a Norton that
exemplifies what I think a Norton Commando should
look, sound, and perform like. I had a great deal of
help from other craftsmen, in all their varied
specialties. I am very grateful to each one and have
told them so.
This bike will live on after me. I hope it stays in my
lineage and is appreciated by those that follow for all
the effort put into it to create something so special. A
good Norton will provide its rider with a totally
unique riding experience. So get out and enjoy it!
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INOA TALL TIMBER RALLY

Norton Bits

Sponsored by the International Norton Owners Association

The 2018 INOA Tall Timber Rally
July 16-19, 2018
Hosted by the Northwest Norton Owners at the Grays Harbor County Fairgrounds, Elma, Washington.

Photo thanks to INOA
Greetings, Nortoneers!
Almost to the Winter Solstice, which means we're getting closer to Spring, and then Summer follows! We're getting excited up here in the Great North
West, searching and planning and looking to find all the best we can for you to enjoy. The more I work on this stuff, the more enthusiastic I'm getting
about this Rally!
I've had some requests for our Event Schedule, for those who cannot stay with us the whole week. Please keep in mind that there are no Day Passes
available; your Rally fee remains the same. We are still tweaking the schedule a bit, so the times may flex a bit but Events will most likely occur on the
day scheduled.
Marie D & Mark Z, Co-Chairs
2018 International Norton Owners Association Rally
http://inoanorton.com/
Rally Registration
http://nortonrally.com/inoa-rally-2018/rally-registration

Hosted by Northwest Norton Owners
http://www.nwno.org/
NWNO Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/450097545355918/
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My RetroTours, Inc. “Gypsy Tour”
October 6-10, 2017 Story

by Bruce Kerr

“GYPSY TOUR”
Most of my riding over the past 50 years has been
limited primarily to those states where I was residing
(Michigan, Arizona, Georgia, and her in the Pacific
NW). The prospect of flying somewhere, renting a
bike (usually a Harley), and riding around simply
didn’t seem all that appealing. But Joel Samick’s
RetroTours business allows riders to choose from a
wide variety of vintage bikes, and explore back roads
of Pennsylvania. It seemed like an interesting,
unpretentious, leisurely tour.
After reading through his website, and swapping
several emails, I sent him a deposit and blocked out
several days for his October 2017 “Gypsy Tour” . . .
which simply meant that there was no set itinerary or
specific destination, details which could be worked
out once the riders initially met.
Joel met me at the Philadelphia airport, telling me
that he’d be easy to spot, “driving a grey BMW”.
Standing at the curb with my suitcase and duffel bag,
I was surprised to see Joel pull up in a 1977 BMW
R100/S and EML sidecar. What an exciting
introduction to my trip! Joel (a former AMA racer)
gave me a thrilling, high speed ride thru interstate
traffic (my first ride in a sidecar), eventually arriving
at his lovely home in the PA countryside.

Photo Bryce Kerr

or the past couple of years, I’ve seen ads in
F various
motorcycle magazines for RetroTours,
Inc., based outside of Philadelphia, PA. These ads are
typically pretty basic, with a single color photo of
several vintage bikes, neatly arranged, announcing
“RIDE 20+ AMAZING BIKES”, and a website
address.

Joel’s wife Lynn had a delicious dinner prepared (all
part of the “package”). Afterwards, I spent some time
in Joel’s garage, examining the 30 or so bikes he’s
accumulated over the years. There’s definitely a
theme to his collection, as they’re almost all 1970’s
twin cylinder machines—Ducati, BMW, Norton,
Triumph, Yankee, Benelli, Honda, Kawasaki,
Laverda, Moto Guzzi, Moto Morini, etc. Finally, I
settled into their guest quarters (private bed & bath,

Photo Bryce Kerr

for $25/night). The next morning, a third rider arrived
from NJ; the three of us had a brief rider’s meeting,
discussed the anticipated route, and packed our bikes.
Given the extensive selection of bikes available, I had
previously told Joel that I was most interested in
riding bikes I’d never ridden before, so he prepared a
red 1974 BMW R90/6 with approx. 84,000 miles, and
a 1976 Moto Guzzi 850-T3, with only 17,000+ miles.
Joel rode a 1976 Kawasaki KZ750, with approx.
36,000 miles. All were well maintained and in good
working order.
Continued next page.
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My RetroTours, Inc. “Gypsy Tour”
October 6-10, 2017 Story

by Bruce Kerr

“GYPSY TOUR”
Joel leads us by Amish farms and schools on lovely
rural roads. With mild temperatures (actually warmer
than expected), smooth road surfaces, and moderate
traffic, it’s an enjoyable first experience on the BMW.
Glancing down, the horizontal cylinders seem
HUGE.

Continued

and on to our overnight lodging. Rode a leisurely 175
miles.
Day 2
Up & on the road by around 9:00, although I can’t be
sure because I don’t wear a watch anymore, and these
vintage bikes have no clocks. The skies look
ominous, but it turns into an absolutely gorgeous day.
Today I got to ride the Moto Guzzi 850-T3, a marque
I’ve never ridden before. It has more agreeable
ergonomics than the Beemer, a nice power band,
smoothing out at about 4,000 rpm’s, and odd (for this
Brit bike owner) hand controls. The complicated
starting procedure would probably have been easier if
I were a left-handed spider monkey . . . but Joel is
there to help.
Another great day of riding. At times I have to pinch
myself: changing autumn colors, smooth roads,
plenty of twisties, moderate traffic, comfortable
temperatures, and lovely bikes. Sure glad I signed up
for this . . .

Photo Bryce Kerr

Drove to Kinzua Bridge in NW Pennsylvania. Prior
to its collapse in 2003 by a tornado, it was approx.
300’ high and more than 2,000’ long. WhenPhoto
firstBryce
builtKerr
in 1892 it was billed as “The Eighth Wonder of the
World”, and was the tallest RR bridge in the world.
Rode approx. 215 miles today.

The BMW was specifically provided at my request,
as I’ve been curious about this machine for many
years. Once aboard, I’m surprised by the narrow bars,
and long reach to the headlamp-mounted ignition &
light switch. However, after 10-15 miles I’m settling
into a rhythm, and finding the “sweet spots” in each
gear.

The first day’s ride takes us through thick forests,
across the Appalachian Trail, to the Susquehanna
River . . . and a closed ferry terminal. A 20 mile
detour (not our first of the day) takes us to a
campground on the opposite bank for a brief pit stop,

Continued next page.
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around 1:30 or so, to a big home cooked meal of
pasta, shepherd’s pie, spinach salad . . . and a welldeserved beer after a rainy ride.

My RetroTours, Inc. “Gypsy Tour”

Decompressed for awhile, re-packed, took a nap, then
showered & shaved. Total trip distance is right
around 750 miles.

October 6-10, 2017 Story

by Bruce Kerr
Continued

Photo Bryce Kerr

parking our three bikes perpendicular to the pumps
for easier fueling. Another nice day of riding. The
KZ750 is a bit buzzy, and feels like it wants a 6th
gear, but is otherwise perfectly suitable. Rode approx.
275 miles.
Day 4
Photo Bryce Kerr

Day 3
I ride the Kawasaki KZ750 today, a UJM that’s
instantly familiar, having owned several Japanese
bikes in the past. We decide to go for a “50 mile
breakfast” ride, so we motor over to Emporium, PA
for our first meal of the day. We finally get out of
there around 10:45, a bit later than we were hoping.
But no rain today! Joel manages to read the weather
radar and choose dry roads, which is a big
psychological boost.
No lunch stop, but a couple of “comfort stops” and
fuel re-fills . . . always following Joel’s protocol of

Joel and Lynn made this trip very easy, as he loads &
unloads the bikes each day, cleans our helmet shields,
checks fluid levels & chain tension, frequently tosses
granola bars & water bottles in our tank bags, and is
patient & understanding with questions. As a tour
guide, he does an unparalleled job.
If you’ve ever thought about riding some nice vintage
bikes in another part of the country, please check out
Joel & Lynn Samick at RetroTours, Inc. It’s very
reasonably priced, there’s a wide selection of great
old bikes to choose from, and Joel & Lynn are highly
experienced, knowledgeable motorcyclists. Check
out their web site at retrotours.com.

Awoke around 6 a.m., and then slept fitfully until
7:45 or so, likely anxious about the torrential rain
(and wind) outside. We watched the local TV weather
radar, deciding to let the worst of the storm pass
before departing.
Slowly packing up, and getting into our rain gear, we
finally take off around 10:00 or so. Joel has let me
use his rubber rain boots, which keep my feet totally
dry. Only my gloves & hands get wet today. Given
the warm temperatures, I unzipped my jacket shell,
using only the mesh layer, then the Frog Toggs jacket
& pants.
Rode only 85 miles today, mostly back roads, but
some sections of highway. Arrived at Joel & Lynn’s

Photo Bryce Kerr
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JANUARY MEETING

Don’t forget Saturday April 7th.,
11:00 am, is oNe’s general meeting held at the
Horse Brass Pub, 4534 SE Belmont St,
Portland, OR 97215.

Following the April 7 club meeting, Paul Sherbo
has kindly oﬀered to host a BBQ and ‘tech
session’ at his home, close to the World of
Speed museum.
Please pay your dues if you haven’t already!
Horse Brass directions: click HERE.
Geoff’s Kettle. Photo Mike Tyler.
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MEMBERS PROFILE
My Norton Story
Introducing new oNe Member, Jim Hathaway
By Mike Roberts
Jim’s Norton is a 1970 Commando that he purchased for $5,000 from
longtime friend Steve Hodge when Steve moved to Thailand in 2015. The
Commando was a dealer owned racer that Steve purchased in 1971 as the
original private owner. Steve raced it for a few more years before it
became his favorite street bike. Through the years the engine has been
treated to an upgraded valve train, headwork, the all important Superblend
bearings, Boyer ignition and an electronic regulator. The chassis has
upgraded isolastics, Heintz spindle securing clamps, and alloy rims.
Jim’s toy box also includes a 1967 Triumph Bonneville, a Suzuki DRZ400
dirt bike, a BMW R1150RT and a 1969 Triumph Triton project. The Triton
is one that he road raced in the seventies at PIR. The garage is also home
to a 1949 Mercury convertible and a 1938 hot rodded Willys pickup. Jim’s
garage will be stop #2 on the CCGC (Clark County Garage Crawl).

I

His good friend Wiley Stoddard will be hosting the first stop on CCGC in
August. Wiley was the Northwestern Triumph dealer representative in the
late sixties and early seventies. His collection of motorcycles and
memorabilia is amazing and guaranteed to be a crowd pleaser.
Here is a photo of Jim with his Norton at the Corvallis Show and Swap
Meet in May.
Jim can be reached at jimhathaway@q.com
His cell phone is 520-241-1123
Jim Hathaway OVM Corvallis Show.
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LED HEADLIGHT

LED Headlight
& Taillight Bulbs
This company is offering LED headlight and rear taillight and speedo/tach
bulbs. Headlight can be either neg or pos ground, no modification. Scroll
down on headlight to find tail lights and further down for the instrument
bulbs. However they are sold out of the headlight pos ground bulb. They
said will have more in about 1-2 weeks. I see that they are made in
Taiwan,. maybe by Emgo?? I am getting the full set for my bike when they
are available. Note that headlight bulb takes an original or new Lucas unit
account of stock bulb attachment. No halogen type wire clip setup. My
bike came with an original Lucas lamp so the LED bulb will fit right in, plug
and play.
Classic British Spares
www.classicbritishspares.com
Sales@classicbritishspares.com

Info provided by Denny Torgeson
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CRUISE THE GORGE

PROPOSED TOUR TO THE “CRUISE THE GORGE”

Cruise the Gorge
Saturday, August 11th.
It is 85 miles to the Dalles and takes about 90 minutes.
We could gather at The Jim Dandy Drive Inn on Sandy Blvd Saturday, July 11th at
9:30AM and depart at 9:45AM.
For safety, I would suggest staying on I-5 with a rest stop at Starvation Creek which is
about half way.
Our estimated time of arrival would be 11:30 AM.
Departure time would be 1:30 returning on I-5. Hwy 14 could be an alternate route
back.
I would be willing to drive my pick up with a moto-tote and tools following on the tail
end for distressed riders.
Would suggest that we invite OVM to join us.
There will be a food concessions at the event.
We will need to ask for a volunteer with a GPS to lead the group (finding the event in
The Dalles is convoluted)
Respectfully submitted
Michael Roberts
http://midcolumbiacarclub.org
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MEMBERS PROFILE
My Norton Story
Introducing new oNe member, Al Maier
By Mike Roberts
Al has been a member of oNe for four months and currently owns
three Norton Commandos. The Commando featured here is a
1972 Roadster with alloy wheels with stainless steel spokes, and a
smooth running rebuilt engine. Al purchased this bike from the
widow of a Seattle based Norton club member. The bike sat in a
garage from 2011 until last May when Al picked it up for an
undisclosed amount but rumor has it, Al got the deal of the
century.
Al also has a 1975 commando 850 with tons of lovely after
market goodies and a 1971 Commando Dunstall Hybrid
production racer. To round out his collection, Al also has a 1967
BMW /2 500cc conversion.

When Al isn’t riding his Nortons, he plays drums for a local jazz
band. He lives on Prune Hill in Camas, WA. and can be contacted
at drum.solo@hotmail.com His cell phone number is
503-998-3786.

Al Maier. Photo M Roberts
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VENDER RESOURCE

Preferred Vender List
We are starting a vender resource page to list our personal service recommendations. Denny Torgeson started with some of his favorites and I will add some of mine as
well. If you have a vender you would like to share then send a photo of their business card to: gekraus@comcast.net.

Blakely Powder Coating does first rate show quality
powder coating. Owner Bret Blakely does all kinds of
bike and auto show quality work. My Norton frame and
pieces came out absolutely flat (zero orange peel), shiny
and deep black powder coating job. Service is fast,
dependable and very reasonable in cost plus Bret is a
very nice person to deal with. Five Stars for this
company. Third experience with different items with this
company so good track record. Tell him you are in the
Norton Club.

Quality Sandblasting Inc. is run by Richard Duffield.
Blasting took only 2 days to get done, work was perfect
and Richard is an up front pro to deal with. As an
example, my frame and 5 pieces cost $85. Obviously
each job might be quoted differently. Very professional
place to do business with and very friendly. Highly
recommended.
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MEMBERS PROFILE
My Norton Story
Introducing new oNe member Frank Hall
By Mike Roberts
Frank hooked up with Oregon Norton
Enthusiasts two months ago and rides a 1970
Commando Roadster equipped with dual
Mikunis and Excel rims. He bought his Norton
five years ago and at the time, it was set up as a
café racer with a Manx tank, clip-ons and a
dunstall head piece. Frank took his Norton to
Toby at Carson Valley Motorsports who returned
the bike to what we see today making it a better,
more comfortable everyday rider.
Frank can be reached at frank@fhall.net
His phone number is 503-305-6712

Frank Hall. Photo M Roberts
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Buy and Sell

ADVERTISE YOUR STUFF HERE

Wanted:
Friesen is looking for an 850 pre-MKIII Oil Pump.
• Dave
davefriesen@mac.com
Tyler is (always) looking for any old school cool
• Mike
Norton/Triumph//BSA/Vincent signs and other interesting

vintage motorcycle memorabilia for his "man cave" garage.
mike.tyler@nike.com, 503-206-1620

Please note: you can have your free ad on these
page s. Send in your ad toda y! We welc ome
submissions of topical editorial material, and non
commercial buy-sell-trade Norton-related ads are free
for members. Contact the editor for details, or better
yet, just send your ad and we’ll let you know if there’s
a problem. If you sold your item please let me know.

Photo M. Tyler..

Contact the editor if your
item has sold!
Do you know what this is?
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The Pillion

Sam Justice’s Dominator
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